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Applications to Stochastic Regression Problems 
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Columbia University and University of Maryland 
Communicated by E. J. Hannan 
Almost sure convergence properties of least-squares estimates in stochastic 
regression models and an asymptotic theory of related Euclidean projections are 
developed herein. Applications to autoregressive processes and to dynamic 
input-output systems are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the multiple regression model 
Yn =P1xnl + *** +Ppxnp + &,9 n = 1, 2,..., (l-1) 
where the errors E, form a martingale difference sequence with respect to an 
increasing sequence of a-fields fin (i.e., E, is &-measurable and 
E(.s,[Y~-r) = 0 for every n), and the design levels x,i ,..., x, at stage n are 
F”-,-measurable random variables. Throughout the sequel we shall let X, 
denote the design matrix (x,,)iGiGn, rGiGP and let p = (j3, ,...,&)‘, where the 
prime denotes transpose. If XkX, is nonsingular, then the least-squares 
estimate b, = (bnl ,..., b,J of /? is given by 
b, = w;xJ1x;Y,, where y, = @, ,..., v,)‘. (W 
Examples of stochastic regressors xi, arise in time series models, dynamic 
input-output systems, adaptive stochastic approximation schemes, stochastic 
control and other applications. Motivated by these applications, in particular 
to recursive on-line identification of dynamic systems and to adaptive 
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stochastic control problems, there has been considerable recent interest in the 
question of strong consistency of b, in stochastic regression models, both in 
the statistical and in the engineering literature (cf. [ 1,4,6-8, 1 l-131). Under 
minimal assumptions on the stochastic regressors x,~, we have recently 
established in [lo] the following result on the strong consistency of b,. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that in the regression model (l.l), {s,} is a 
martingale dzrerence sequence with respect to an increasing sequence of u- 
fields {X”} such that 
su~E(ls,I=lST,-1) < a~ a.s. for some a > 2. (1.3) n 
Moreover, assume that the design levels x,,,..., x, at stage n are Fn-,- 
measurable random variables for every n such that 
AdX~X,) --t 00 a.s., {log n,,,(X~X,)}/~,,,(X”) + 0 a.s. (1.4) 
Then b, +/I a.s. 
In (1.4) and throughout the sequel, we use 1,,,(A) and I,,,(A) to denote 
the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix A. Condition (1.4) on 
the stochastic regressors is in some sense weakest possible, and an example 
in which the ratio in (1.4) converges a.s. to a finite nonzero limit but b, fails 
to be strongly consistent is given in [lo]. Theorem 1 improves the recent 
result of Anderson and Taylor [l] who assumed the condition &,,,,(XAX,) = 
O(&.,,,,(X~X,)) a.s., and that of Christopeit and Helmes [4] who assumed the 
condition (&,,,,(X~X,))r = O(&,,,,(X~X,)) a.s. for some r > f. Here and in 
the sequel, we use the notation u, = O(v,) a.s. to denote that lim supn- 
] u,/v,] ( co a.s. Likewise, u, = o(v,) a.s. means that u,Jv, + 0 as. 
To apply Theorem 1 or the other aforementioned results in the literature, 
we have to estimate the order of magnitude of &,,,(XAX,) and of 
&,&X;X,J. The former quantity can be easily estimated by the inequality 
The analysis of &,,,,(X~X,), however, is often a much harder problem. In 
Section 3 we discuss a method of tackling this problem. 
Let cj(X,) denote the jth column vector of the matrix X, and let I?~(X,) 
denote the projection of cj(X,,) into the linear space spanned by the other 
column vectors of X,,. Thus, in particular, 6,(X,) is the projection of c,(X,) 
into the linear space spanned by c,(X,),..., c,(X,). Let (u, v) = C?=l UiVi 
683/12/3-3 
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denote the Euclidean inner product of u = (ul ,..., u,)’ and v = (0, ,..., u,)‘, 
and let 11 u 11 = (Cb, nf)“*. Obviously, 
XAX, is invertible o &,(X;X,J > 0 
* Cj(xn) - 2j(X,) # 0 for all j = I,...,p. 
As will be shown in Section 3, I.,,,(X~X,J is related to the residual sum of 
squares 11 c&Y,) - ?j(X,J 11’ through the inequalities 
Section 2 develops a general theory on the asymptotic properties of 
Euclidean projections of certain random vectors into linear spaces spanned 
by other random vectors satisfying certain measurability assumptions. 
Several applications of these results are given in Section 3. Among them are 
estimates of the order of magnitude of 1) cj(X,,) - t#Z,,)ll’ (j = l,...,p) which, 
together with (1.6), in turn provide estimates of the order of magnitude of 
&,,,,(X~X,). Another application is the proof of strong consistency of the 
least-squares identification method for dynamic input-output systems and for 
nonstationary autoregressive processes. 
The asymptotic theory of.projections developed in Section 2 also provides 
the following refinement of Theorem 1. While Theorem 1 considers the 
strong consistency of the entire vector b, = (b,r,..., b,J’, the following 
theorem gives less restrictive but analogous conditions that would imply the 
strong consistency of b, for a particular j. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that in the regression model (l.l), {E,} is a 
martingale dlrerence sequence with respect to an increasing sequence of o- 
fields {Tm} such that (1.3) holds, and the design levels x,,,,..., x,,~ at stage n 
are ~~-I-measurable random variables for every n. For j = I,..., p, the least- 
squares estimate b, of aj can be represented as 
bnj = (Cj(X,) - 6,(X,>, Yn)/llcj(X,) - ~jWJll”* (1.7) 
Moreover, if 
II cj(xn) - cj<X,> II + m a.s. 
and 
n 
y; log+ c x3 ( 1 
= o(llcj(xJ - ej(X,)(l’) a.s., U-8) 
i=l 
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then b, + pi a.s. (The notation log+x denotes the positive part of log x, i.e., 
log+x=logxfirx> 1 and log+x=O ifx< 1J 
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 3. It is based on a sharp 
estimate, developed in Section 2, of the order of magnitude of 
(c,(X,> - Cj(X,J, E,), where E, = (Q ,..., E n )‘. Note that in Theorem 2 we have 
not assumed that XAX, is eventually nonsingular with probability I, which 
is, however, assumed in Theorem 1 in the condition &(X:X,) + co a.s. 
From (1.5) and (1.6), it follows that 
Hence, if condition (1.4) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, then condition (1.8) of 
Theorem 2 is also satisfied for every j. Therefore, Theorem 1 can be obtained 
as a corollary of Theorem 2. 
2. SOME ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF PROJECTIONS 
If A, B are matrices each having n rows, we let L(A) denote the linear 
space spanned by the column vectors of A and let L(A, B) denote the linear 
space spanned by the column vectors of A and B. Throughout this section we 
let {ST,} be an increasing sequence of u-fields, and let {E,,} be a martingale 
difference sequence with respect to {Y”}. Moreover, for each n > 1, let 
v, 9 w,, z,1,***, z,p be F”- ,-measurable random variables. Let Z,, = 
(zfj)l (i(n, 1 <j<p, &, = (&l F**, &n)‘, w, = tw* 1**-, wn)‘, v, = (v1 1***9 vJ’- Let 
s,, i”, 9, denote the projections of E,, w,, v, into L(Z,). The following 
three theorems summarize the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Assume that 
sup E(E~(X~-~) < co a.s. (2-l) 
n 
Then for every 6 > 0, 
(ii) Zf (2.1) is replaced by the stronger assumption (1.3), then (2.2) 
also holds with 6 = 0. 
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THEOREM 4. (i) If (2.1) holds, then for every 6 > 0, 
(wn - rir,) E, - 6”) = (W” - 6,) E,) = (W”) E, - i,) 
(ii) If (2.1) is replaced by the stronger assumption (1.3), then (2.3) 
also holds with 6 = 0. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that (1.3) holds and that lim inf,, 
E(E~~Y~-,) > 0 as. Let 6. denote the projection of w, into L(Z,, v, + E,) 
and let v,* denote the projection of v, into L(Z,, w,,). Suppose that 
log+ ($r i z; t i wt) = o(n) a-s. 
i=l 
(2.4) 
Then 
(1 E, )I* = O(n) a.s., lim inf n-r 11~~ - O,)l* > 0 
n-+co 
a.s. (2.5) 
and 
a.s. (2.6) 
The special case ZJ, = 0 for all n (and therefore v, = i, = v,* = 0) in 
Theorem 5 says that the residual sum of squares obtained by projecting w, 
into L(Z, , E,) is as. asymptotically equivalent to the residual sum of squares 
obtained by projecting w, into L(Z,). This kind of results plays an important 
role in the applications to autoregressive processes and dynamic systems in 
Section 3 where Theorem 5 enables us to estimate the residual sum of 
squares by a stepwise procedure based on successive projections. 
The estimates of the asymptotic order of magnitude for IIP,)I in Theorem 3 
and for (w, - ti,, E,) in Theorem 4 are in a sense best possible, as is shown 
by the following two simple examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the special case p = 1 in Theorem 3(i) and 
assume that z, (=znl) are nonrandom constants and e, , s, ,... are independent 
random variables with zero means and sup,, Ee; < o[). Since 
41 = {(CT ZiEl)/(CT zf)l(zl 9-7 zn)‘9 the asymptotic behavior of (I B, I)* = 
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cc: Z*&J2/(CI 4) is related to that of the weighted sum C: zisi. Assuming 
that CF Z; = co, (2.2) reduces in this case to 
$ zisi= 0 (($ zf)l’* (log $ ~f)‘~““‘) as. (2.7) 
for every 6 > 0. The following special case shows that we cannot set 6 = 0 in 
(2.7). Let z, = 2”, and let E, be independent symmetric random variables 
such that E&i = 1 for all II and 
Pbnl= q1og #‘*I = 1 - P[l&"l < 21 - l/(n log n) 
as n + co. The Borel-Cantelli lemma then implies that 
PM = n”*(log n)“* i.o.] = 1. (2.8) 
If (2.7) should hold with 6 = 0, then 
z,e,=O (($zf)“‘(log$z~)1’2) a.s. (2.9) 
Since z, = 2”, (2.9) would in turn imply that E, = O((log 2*“)“*) = O(n”*) 
a.s., contradicting (2.8). Since Theorem 3 includes the asymptotic behavior 
of weighted sums of independent random variables as a special case, we 
cannot expect to get sharper results than the logarithmic order in (2.2) 
without more stringent assumptions on the matrix Z,. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the simple linear model 
Yn=P1 +P*Xn+En, (2.10) 
where cl, s2 ,... are independent normal random variables with zero means 
and unit variances, and the random variables x, are defined inductively by 
x1=0, x,+l=fn+Eo, II>, 1. (2.11) 
We use the notation ci, to denote the arithmetic mean of n numbers a, ,..., a,. 
The random variable x, is clearly Fn- ,-measurable, where X” is the u-field 
generated by E, ,..., E,. Letting t, denote the projection of E, into the linear 
space spanned by the column vectors (l,..., 1)’ and (xl ,..., x,) of the design 
matrix as before, we obtain that 
l1~,11*=~~~+ ~(~,-~“)&*l*/~i:(Xiin)li, 
1 
(2.12) 
1 
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which corresponds to the standard analysis of variance decomposition for 
the sum of squares due to regression in this case. As shown in [8], 
i (xi-S,)ei-i (xi-X,)*-logn a.s. (2.13) 
I 1 
Since nEi = O(log log n) a.s. by the law of the iterated logarithm, (2.12) and 
(2.13) imply that 
))O,/)* - log n as. (2.14) 
Since log(n + C;=r xi) - log n a.s. (cf. [lo]), (2.14) shows that the estimate 
of ]]s,,]]* in Theorem 3(ii) cannot be improved to a lower order of magnitude. 
Let w, = (x1 ,..., x,)’ and let G, denote the projection of w, into the linear 
space spanned by the vector (l,..., 1)‘. Then w, - G, = (xl - X,, ,..., x, - 2,)’ 
and therefore 
(W”-$n,E,)=i: (Xi-~“)Ei. (2.15) 
1 
By (2.13) and (2.15), (w,-ti,,,&,)-1ogna.s.; moreover, I(~,--ti~((* = 
C? (x, - 2”)’ - log n a.s. Since log(n + xi”=, xf) - log n a.s. (cf. [lo]), we 
have therefore shown that with probability 1 
(W”-~~,&,)~logn-~~Wn-~“~~ log n+ i t 
1 ( i=lx’) /l’z’ 
showing that the estimate (2.3) with 6 = 0 in Theorem 4(ii) is sharp. 
We prove Theorems 3 and 5 by applying Theorem 4. For the proof of 
Theorem 4, we make use of the following two lemmas. The first lemma is 
recently established in [ 10, Corollary I]. The second lemma follows from the 
a.s. convergence of the martingale transform C: wisi in the event 
{CF wi < co) and the strong law for Cy wtsi in {CF of = co) (cf. 
[ 10, Lemma 2(iii) and Corollary 21). 
LEMMA 1. Let {E,} be a martingale dgerence sequence with respect to 
an increasing sequence of a-fields {F”} such that (2.1) holds. Let 
T,, = (t ,,, ,..., t,J be an Rn- ,-measurable random vector for every n. Let V, 
be the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of CyEI Ti Tj and let 
N = inf{ n: 2: Ti Ti is nonsingular} (inf # = co). 
(i) In the event {N < 00 and lim,,, &,,,(C; T,T;) < co}, 
k$+, (T; vk-1 i: T,Ei)*/(l + Tivk-1 TJ < ~0 a.s. Q-16) 
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(ii) In the event {N < 00, Km,,, A,,,(C: Ti T{) = co), 
n 
= ( 
k-l 
TiVk-1 c TiCi 2/(l + TiVk-Ii-k) 
k=N+ 1 i=l 1 
(2.17) 
for every 6 > 0. 
=0 ([10grl,.~ ($ TUT;)]“‘) a.s. 
(iii) Zf (2.1) is replaced by the stronger assumption (1.3), then (2.17) 
also holds with 6 = 0 in the event {N < 00, lim,,, A,,,(C: T,T,‘) = a}). 
LEMMA 2. Let {en} be a martingale dmrence sequence with respect to 
an increasing sequence of a-jields {F”}. Let w, be an Sr,-,-measurable 
random variable for every n > 1. 
(i) Zf (2.1) holds, then for every 6 > 0 
$wiq=O ((‘$W:)lilmax]l, (log’$w~)(1id”2/) a.s. (2.18) 
(ii) If (1.3) holds, then (2.18) holds with 6 = 0. 
Combining Lemma 1 with Lemma 2, we obtain the following result from 
which Theorem 4 follows. 
LEMMA 3. With the same notations and assumptions as in Lemma 1, let 
(w,,] be a sequence of random variables such that w, is ST-,-measurable for 
every n ) 1. Let W,, = CyC=l wrTi and let s, = C: (wi - W; V, Ti)2. Then in 
the event {N < 00 }, we have for every 6 > 0 
=0 (sif2 [max [l,logts,,logi (A,,, ($TiTi)) i]‘“““) a.;2 19) 
Moreover, if (1.3) holds, then (2.19) also holds with 6 = 0 in the event 
{N< co). 
Proof. Let d, = w, - WA V,, T, . By Lemma 3 of [ 91, for n > N, 
{=$+, (wi- W:,VnTTi)el= 2 d, {e,-T;V,-1 (5 T,ej) [ 9 (2.20) 
i=N+l j=I 
S,=SN+ i df(l + T,!Vl-ITi)* 
i=N+l 
(2.2 1) 
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Since d, is jTn-,-measurable, we obtain by Lemma 2(i) and (2.21) that 
n 
C dici = O(sf/ max{ 1, (log+ s,)(‘+~)‘*}) 
i=l 
as. (2.22) 
By the Schwarz inequality, for n > N, 
< -F &(I t TiVieITi) I 
I/* 
i=Y+l I (2.23) 
(1 t T~V,_lTi)l 
l/2 
By Lemma l(i, ii), in the event {N < co }, 
n 
= ( 
i- 1 
TiVi-1 2 TjCj */(I t T{Vi-lTi) 
i=N+l j=l 1 
=0 (max 11, (logiL,,, ($ TiT/))““‘/) as. (2.24) 
for every 6 > 0. From (2.20), (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24), we obtain (2.19). If 
(1.3) holds, then by Lemma I(iii) and Lemma 2(ii), (2.22) and (2.24) also 
hold with 6 = 0, and therefore we can set 6 = 0 in (2.19). 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. For every nonempty subset J of { l,...,p}, let L,,, be 
the linear space spanned by the set of column vectors { (z,~,..., ~,,~)‘:j E J}. 
Let Tn,J denote the column vector whose components are z,,~, j E J. (For 
example, if J= {3,5}, then Tn,J = (z,,~, zns)‘.) Let NJ = inf{n: ,JJr=i Ti,,T,!J 
is nonsingular} (inf 4 = co). Let V,,J be the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of Cy=i Tl,JT;,,, and let W,,, = Xi”= i w~T~,~. Letting G,,(J) denote 
the projection of w, into L,,J, we note that 
and therefore 
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In view of (2.26) and (2.27), we obtain by Lemma 3 that in the event 
w.l< =)I, 
a.s. for every 6 > 0; moreover, if (1.3) holds, then we can take 6 = 0 in 
(2.28). 
Let Q,, = {zu= 0 for all i,j}. The complementary event is 
0, = { JF1E i zt > 0 for some j}. In the event Q,, , the projection i, of w, into 
L(X,,) is 0 for all n and therefore 
(Wn - +,,, E,) = (Wn, E,) = .f WiEi 
=o(IIw,II maxil, (log+ II~~ll)(i+~)‘~}) a.s., by Lemma 2. 
Hence (2.3) holds in the event $2,. Now consider the event 0,. Obviously 
for every w  E a,, there exists a nonempty subset J (depending on w) of 
{ l,...,p} such that NJ < co and fit, = i%,(J) for all n > NJ at w. Since (2.28) 
holds as. for every fixed nonempty subset J of { l,...,p} and since there are 
2” - 1 (and therefore only finitely many) such subsets J, it then follows that 
P[(2.28) holds for all nonempty subsets J of { I,...,g] ] = 1, and therefore 
(2.3) also holds in the event ~2,. Moreover, if (1.3) holds, then we can take 
6 = 0 in (2.28) and therefore also in (2.3). I 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let cj(Z,) denote the$h column vector of Z, and 
let the c,*(Z,) denote the projection of ~~(2,) into the linear space spanned 
by the vectors c,(ZJ,..., cj-,(Z,), setting cf(Z,) = 0. Since the linear space 
L(Z,) is spanned by the orthogonal vectors cl(Z,), cZ(Zn) -cT(Z,),..., 
c,(Z,) - c,*(Z,), it then follows that 
where the jth summand in (2.29) is taken to be 0 if the denominator 
II c,(G) - $Y~“)l12 is 0. Obviously, II c,(Z,) - cj*(Z,)ll’ < II c,(Z,)I/* = 
c*:* zz. Therefore by Theorem 4, 
I(c,(z,)-cl*(Z,),~“)l*/lIC,(Z”) -4%)112 
=0 ([max /l,logi (~Gj)910gt (g $lzfk)I]“8) i”;o, 
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for every 6 > 0; moreover, if (1.3) holds, then (2.30) also holds with 6 = 0. 
Applying (2.29) and (2.30), and noting that f, = 0 if CT=, Cy= I zij = 0, we 
obtain (2.2). I 
Remark. Under the additional assumption that P[Z;Z, is nonsingular 
for all large n] = 1, Theorem 3 was established by a different method in 
[ 10, Lemma 11. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Since sup” E(1.s; - E(&f,]ST,-,)IP IXn-,) < 0;) as. 
for some p > 1 by (1.3), 
i {E: -E(E~IT-,)} =o(n) as. (2.3 1) 
1 
(cf. [3]). Since sup,E(sf 15-i) < co a.s. by (1.3), (2.31) implies that 
]( E,]]’ = C: ET = O(n) a.s. Moreover, since lim infi*oo E(E: I5- ,) > 0 a.s., 
(2.31) implies that 
lizinfn-’ I]&,]]’ = lim infE(.sf,]Yn-i) > 0 
n+m 
a.s. (2.32) 
By Theorem 3(ii) and (2.4), ]I&,]]* = o(n) a.s. Since ]]E,, - in]]* = 
]I&,]]* - ]]C&]]*, it then follows from (2.32) that lim inf,,+, n-i ]]a, -&I]* > 0 
a.s. In view of (2.4), this in turn implies that 
max 
1 
l,log+]]w, - i,]], log+ (i .gb) 1 =4%--nil*) ass. 
Hence by Theorem 4(ii), 
(wn - kir, 9 En)* = o(ll W” - ~“11211% - ~“II’) a.s. (2.33) 
Moreover, it also follows from Theorem 4(ii) that 
(V” - v n*~~“~=~~lI~,--V,*I12~+~ol~“--V,*IIII~,--~lo 
= 4llvn -v,*ll’ + II% -~nII’> a.s., (2.34) 
(vn - in 9 6”) = 41 v, - inIl + IIE, - i,ll’) a.s. (2.35) 
Let rn=wn-tin, and let 9, be the projection of r,, into L(v, + a,). Then 
w,-~,(=r,)=~,+(w,-A”), 
and by orthogonality, 
IIW, -%112 = 11~,112 + IIW, - %l12. (2.36) 
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The projection of v, + a,, into I@,,) is G, + 2,. Noting that 2, is the same as 
the projection of r,, (which is orthogonal to L(Z,)) into L(v, + E, - 8, - O,), 
we obtain that 
ll~,l12=I(m, V”+E”--” - O,)l’/llv, + E, - 3, - 9,112. (2.37) 
Likewise, the projection of v, -i, (which is orthogonal to L(Z,)) into 
L(Z,, wn) is the same as the projection of v, - i, into L(w,, - ti,) and is 
therefore of the form a,(ww, - ti,) = a,,r,, for some random variable a,. 
Hence 
v, - ir, = anrn + (vn - VX), (2.38) 
and therefore by the orthogonality between r,, and v, - v,*, 
llvn -+,11* = 4 lhl12 + lb, -v,* II21 (2.39) 
(rn,V”--~)=a,llr”l12. (2.40) 
Since r, is orthogonal to O,, it follows from (2.40) that 
l~~n~~,-~~+~,-~~~12=~~,ll~,l12+~~,~~,~~Z 
= 4 hII4 + 2a, (b 6”) llr,l12 + (b En)*. (2.4 1) 
By (2.38), (2.39), and the orthogonality between v, - ir, and O,,, 
II~~,-~i’,~+~~~-~n~l12=~2nll~,l12+II~n-~,*l12 
+ \I&, - ~n112 + 2un(rn, E,) + 2(V, - V;, E,). (2.42) 
From (2.41) and (2.42), it then follows that 
Il~~l1211~~-~~+~n-~nl12-)(~n,~n+En-~n-~n)12 
= ll~nl12~ll~,-V,*l12 + ll%--nl12 + 2(v,-v,*9%Jl- kl9%)* 
= ll~,l12(ll~n -v,*II’+I)E,--J*)(l +0(l)) a.s. (2.43) 
The last relation above follows from (2.33) and (2.34). Moreover, by (2.35), 
II(V,-+n)+ (En-&)I[*= IlV,--nl(2 + llEn-tn112+2(Vn-i”,E,) 
= (11~” - +,I\* + II&, - &ll’)(l + o(l)) a.s. (2.44) 
From (2.36) and (2.37), 
llw, - h,ll* = llrnl12 - IIP,ll* 
= kli2 (IV, - 8, + En -&II* -I(rn,vn+~n-~n-~,)(2 
IIV,--n+e”-0,~~2 
. (2.45) 
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Making use of (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45) and noting that I/v, - G,112 > 
I( v, - v,* I[*, we obtain (2.6). m 
3. APPLICATIONS TO AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESSES, 
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, AND PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We first apply the results of Section 2 to prove Theorem 2 in the 
following: 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality we shall only consider 
the case j= 1. Relation (1.7) is obvious from the interpretation of 
41 ClV”) + *** + bnpcp(X,) as the projection of y, into L(X,). Since 
c,(X,) - 6,(X,) is orthogonal to c,(X,),..., c,(X,,) and E,(X,), it then follows 
that 
In view of (1.8) and Theorem 4(ii), 
(CIWJ - Al, 5) = o(llc,(X,) - 4(KJl1*) as. (3.2) 
From (1.7), (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain that b,, -pi a.s. 1 
Suppose that in the regression model (1.1) the design levels xnj are 
nonrandom constants and the E, are i.i.d. random variables with zero means 
and unit variances. Then, given n >p, assuming that X:X, is nonsingular 
and letting V,, = (u~~)),<~,~<~ = (XLXJ-‘, we have cov(b,) = V,, and 
therefore in particular, 
z$) = var(b,J = l/l1 cj(X,) - ~j(X,)lI’. (3.3) 
The last equality above follows from (1.7), noting that X,, is a nonrandom 
matrix and that var((c,(XJ - 5,(X,), y,)) = E((cj(X,) - ej(Xn), a,))’ by 
(3.1). From (3.3), it then follows that 
The above argument therefore provides a probabilistic proof of the algebraic 
identity (3.4) for any n x p matrix X, of real constants with n >p and 
having full rank p. Since &,,,JXAX,)= l/A,,,((X;X,)-‘) and since 
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$$(X;X,)-‘) Q tr((X;X,)-‘) <&,,,,((X~X,)-‘), we obtain from (3.4) 
llnlIlill(x~xn) < 2 II cj(xn) - ~j(xn>ll-' 
j=l 
From (3.5), it then follows that 
(3.5) 
P-l $ZD IIc,W - qx”)ll’ 
G nmin(xAxn) G P 1$& II cj(xn) - 6jCxn> II** (3.6) 
Since &,,,,(XAX,) = 0 if and only if min, <jGP II cj(X,) - ~j(X,)ll = 0, (3.6) 
also holds when XAX,, is singular. As pointed out in Section 1, the bounds in 
(3.6) for &,,,,(X~X,,) enable us to analyze the asymptotic properties of 
&,,,,(XAX,,) by making use of the results in Section 2. 
To illustrate these ideas, we first consider the autoregressive AR(p) 
process 
Yn = a1 Yn-1 + -..+akyn-k+e,, iZ>l (3.7) 
in the following 
COROLLARY 1. For the autoregressive model (3.7), let X0 be the a-field 
generated by { JJ-~,..., y,,}, andf or n > 1 let Xa be the o-Jeld generated by 
(YI-k,..',YO, El>*..r n E }. Then y, is &-measurable. Assume that (E,) is a 
martingale d@?rence sequence with respect to {Xn} such that (1.3) holds and 
lim inf,, E(.$ISt,- 1) > 0 a.s. For n > k, let 
I (3.8) 
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be the design matrix for the least-squares estimation of a, ,..., ak at stage n. 
Suppose that all the roots zj of the characteristic polynomial 
P(Z) = zk-a,zkpl - . . . -ah (3.9) 
lie on or inside the unit circle (i.e., 1 zjl < 1 for all j = 1 ,..., k). Then 
lim inf n-’ &,,(XAX,) > 0 a.s. (3.10) 
n+oo 
and 
~,,,GW,) < tr(XX,) = W3 a.s. for some y > 1. (3.11) 
Consequently, the least-squares estimate (X$X,,) -‘XA( yk+ , ,..., y,)’ converges 
as. to (al ,..., ah)‘. 
We preface the proof of Corollary 1 by the following lemma, which is also 
used for the proof of Corollaries 2 and 3 below. 
LEMMA 4. Let {E,} be a martingale dt@erence sequence with respect to 
an increasing sequence of o-fields {R”} such that (2.1) holds. Suppose that in 
the dynamic input-output system 
y,=a,y,-,++.a + akyn-k + yhu, + ‘-- + yiun-h + e,, (3.12) 
the output y,, is jm-measurable while the input vector u, = (u,, ,..., unq)’ is 
Rn-,-measurable at every stage n. 
(i) Assume that the roots ot the characteristic polynomial q(z) as 
defined in (3.9) lie strictly inside the unit circle. Then there exists a positive 
constant C depending only on a, ,..., ah, y0 ,..., y,, such that 
i VT Qc i &f + i JlUilJ* +yi + 
!  
2 
*‘* +y,-k for all n > 1. (3.13) 
f=l i=l i=l-h !  
(ii) Assume that the roots of the characteristic polynomial p(z) lie on 
or inside the unit circle, and that 
11~,112 = W”) a.s. for some 6 > 0. (3.14) 
Then 
Y, = O(n’> a.s. for some a > 0. (3.15) 
Proof. Letting ZP denote the p xp identity matrix, define 
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Viewing A as a linear operator, we define ]]A I] = supIIXll=l ]]Ax]]. To prove (i), 
since the roots of q(z) lie inside the unit circle, we have 
llA”ll = W”) for some 0 <p< 1, (3.16) 
as can be easily shown by the Jordan form representation of A (cf. [lo]). 
Define the k-dimensional vectors 
Tn = (Yn9-.~Yn-k+1)‘9 R,=(y~u,+‘~‘+y~u,_,+E,,O ,..., 0)‘. 
By (3.12), T,,=AT,-, +R,, and therefore 
2 IIT II = jj ” A”TD + 5 A”-‘R, ’ < 2 llA”ll’ (( Toll2 
i=l II 
+2 ~~,$An-iR+ 
By the Schwarz inequality, 
N n 
= II= 
2 
A”-‘R, 
iI 1 i=l II 
G n,, (i: IW-‘II IlRill)’ 
i=l 
< 5 (5 IW-‘II) 15 II A”-‘(((Y~Ui + ... y;tU,_, + Ei)’ 
fl=l i=l i=l 
Q (~~IlA’II)2~,(r:u~+~~.+Y:Ui-~+&i)2. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
From (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), (3.13) follows. (ii) is established in [ 10, 
Theorem 2(i)]. 1 
Proof of Corollary 1. Setting u, = 0 in (3.12), Eq. (3.12) reduces to 
(3.7). Since tr(X;X,) Q k C;= i yf, relation (3.11) follows from Lemma 4(ii). 
In view of the bounds for &,,,,(XLX,) in (3.6), it suffices for the proof of 
(3.10) to show that for j = l,..., p, 
liinkf ,-I I] c,(X,) - 6,(X,)]]’ > 0 a.s. (3.19) 
Fix j. Let L, denote the linear space spanned by (c,(X,&, cj-,(X,,)} U 
{(Yk+l-j-r,“‘,Yn-j-r )‘: 1 Q r < k}. Let CT@,) be the projection of ci(X,) 
into L,. Since e,(X,) is the projection of cj(X,,) into a subspace of Lj, 
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lk,~k,~ ;o~~~$\~J/ Cj(X,> - cjYX,> II9 and therefore to prove (3.191, it 
lijfl_&fn-’ lIcj(X,) - ci*(X,)ll” > 0 as. (3.20) 
We now prove (3.20) by using Theorem 5 and an induction argument. 
First let Z, denote the (n - k) x k matrix whose column vectors are 
(Y/c+ I-j--rY”*9 JJ-~+)‘, 1 < T < k, and let qn denote the projection of cj(X,,) 
into Z,(Z,) By (3.7) and (3.8), 
Cj(X,)= 5 (Xr(Yk+l-j-r,...,Yn-j-r)' + (Ek+l-j'-'En-j)" 
r=l 
Therefore, letting (&+ ,-j ,..., E-,-j)/ denote the projection of (Q+ , -j ,..., E, -j)’ 
into L(Z,), we have 
and so it follows from Theorem 5 (cf. (2.5)) that 
1) Cj(X,) - 7$nl12 = O(n) a.s., lim inf Iz-’ IIc,(X,) - 7r0,n(12 > 0 a.s., n-+cn 
(3.21) 
noting that log tr(ZAZ,) < log(k 2: y:) = o(n) a.s. by Lemma 4(ii). 
Since Cj-1(X,) = a,Cj(Xn) + CFZ: ar+l(Yk+l-j-rY***9 Yn-j-r)' + E,(l), 
where ~~(1) = (Ek+*-j,..., s,,+i-j)‘, it follows that 
L(Z,, cj-~(x~>)=L(Z~~a~cj(x~) + EA1))+ (3.22) 
Now let 7~ I,n denote the projection of cj(X,) into L(Z,, c/-,(X,,)). In view of 
(3.22), we can apply Theorem 5 and obtain that 
II c,wn> - %,a II2 = 
I 
ll%(1) - 4lWll’ 
~:Ilc,w - ~0,“112 + ll%(1) - W)ll’ + O(l) I 
x IIc,w--0,“11* a.s., (3.23) 
where i,(l) is the projection of E,( 1) into L(Z,). Since lim inf,, 
n-l [l&,(l) -O,(l>ll’ > 0 a.s. by Theorem 5, it then follows from (3.21) and 
(3.23) that 
IIcjWJ - ~l,n112 = o(n) a.s., lim inf,+, n - l IIcj(xn) - n~,,ll* > 0 ad. 
(3.24) 
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In general, for 2 < v (q), we have in analogy with (3.22) that 
L(z, 9 cj- l(xn)V”‘, cj-"(xn)> 
where E,(V) = (sk+“+rPJ ,..., E~+“-~)‘. Therefore, letting z,,, denote the 
projection of cj(X,) into L(Z,, cj- i(X,,),..., cj-,(X,)), we can apply Theorem 
5 and obtain, in analogy with (3.23), that 
IIcj(xJ - %.n II’ = 
I 
II%(V) - w9112 
at IICj(X,) - %-1,~11* + II%(V) - ill’ + O(l) I 
x IICj(XJ-~~~l.n02 as., (3.25) 
where O,(v) is the projection of E,(V) into L(Z,, cj- i(X,&.., c~-~+ r(X,)). 
Since lim inf,+, n-’ I( E,(V) - f&(v)]]* > 0 as. by Theorem 5, we can apply 
an induction argument in view of (3.25) to obtain that 
II cjW - 7cJ12 = W aas., lim inf n-‘I]cj(Xn) - 11,,~]]* > 0 a.s. n-+m 
(3.26) 
Since Cf(X,) = Xj-l,ny the desired conclusion (3.20) follows from (3.26) with 
v=j- 1. 
In view of (3.10) and (3.11), we can apply Theorem 1 and obtain the 
strong consistency of the least-squares estimate in this case. 1 
Corollary 1 generalizes a recent result of Anderson and Taylor [l] on the 
strong consistency of least-squares estimates for the parameters of a 
stationary AR@) process whose characteristic polynomial has all its roots 
inside the unit circle. In this case, 
GwnYn + r a.s. for some nonrandom positive definite 
symmetric matrix r, ,(3.27) 
and therefore the eigenvalues of XAX, are all of linear order n. By allowing 
the roots to lie on the unit circle as well, we can formulate nonstationary 
models related to the ARIMA models of Box and Jenkins 121. In this 
nonstationary case, the asymptotic behavior of XkX,, is much more complex 
than (3.27). Recently, Moore [ 13, p. 5061 asserted that the eigenvalues of 
X:X, are of quadratic order n* when the roots of q(z) are all on the unit 
circle. This turns out to be false as shown by the following 
EXAMPLE 3. Let el,e2,... be i.i.d. random variables with mean 0 and 
variance c* > 0. Consider the AR( 1) process 
Y” =yn-1+ En7 n> 1. 
683/12/34 
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Thus, Y, =Y, + S,,, where S, = Cy si. By Strassen’s law of the iterated 
logarithm [ 141, 
/(n’ log log n) = 8a2/7c2 a.s. (3.28) 
On the other hand, by a result of Donsker and Varadhan [5, p. 75 I], 
liztrf i Sf /{n*/log log n} = a2/4 
( 1 
a.s. 
1 
(3.29) 
Hence, with probability 1, XAX,, = Cy-‘~f - CT-’ St fluctuates between 
(f + o(l)) c2n2/log log n and (87re2 + o(1)) 02n2 log log n in this case. 
The following example shows that in Corollary 1 it is possible for 
&,,,,(&,X,J to have linear order n and &,,,,(X~X,) to attain a higher 
algebraic order. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let E,, Ed,.., be i.i.d. random variables with mean 0 and 
variance o2 > 0. Consider the AR(2) process 
Y, = ~IY.-l+ a2Yn-2 +&PIP n> LYO =y-* =o. 
Then 
(3.30) 
Assume that aI = 1 and a2 = 0. Then y, = S,(=Cy q), and the characteristic 
polynomial q(z) = z2 -z has 1 and 0 as its roots. Since y, = S,, it follows 
from (3.30) that 
n-1 n-2 
Alla,w~x”) + 4n,“(x;xn) = c s: + c s:, (3.3 1) 
2 1 
Lxtx&) 4ldX~X”) = (‘I’ ~)(~s:~l)-(~‘sisi-l)2 c s 
=(~‘~:)(~S:,)-(~siSi-l)~. (3.32) 
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Since (C:-’ .@,-,)* = o((c:-’ S:-,)(log n)1+6) a.s. for all 6 > 0 by 
Lemma 2 and (3.28) and since Cy-’ E: N na* as., it then follows from 
(3.3 1) and (3.32) that 
4n,xtx~“) N 2 5 st a.s., L”tzJ”) - ho’ as., (3.33) 
1 
and therefore by (3.28) and (3.29), &,,,(X;X,) oscillates a.s. between 
(f + o( 1)) o*n*/log log n and (167~~* + o( 1)) u*n* log log n. 
We now apply Theorems 1 and 5 to extend a recent theorem of 
Christopeit and Helmes [4] on the strong consistency of least-squares 
estimates for the parameters of the dynamic system (3.12). Assuming the 
roots of the characteristic polynomial q(z) as defined in (3.9) to lie strictly 
inside the unit circle, Christopeit and Helmes [4] considered the case of 
nonrandom inputs II, (exogenous variables) with h = 0 in (3.12) under the 
assumptions 
lim n-’ jj uIu;+, 
n-cc 
exists for every v = 0, 1,2 ,..., (3.34a) 
i=l 
lim n-l 5 u,uf 
n-%u i=l 
is positive definite. (3.34b) 
By making use of Theorem 5, we can remove assumption (3.34a) together 
with the requirement that u, be nonstochastic and replace assumption 
(3.34b) by the weaker assumption (3.35) below. This is the content of 
COROLLARY 2. For the dynamic input-output system (3.12), let & be 
thea-fieldgenerated by (y,-, ,..., y,,,el ,..., E,}U{U~-~ ,..., ~,+~+,}forn> 1. 
Then at every stage n, the output y, is Sr,-measurable while the input vector 
II, = b nl s-*9 u,,J is Sr,-k-,-measurable. Assume that {E,} is a martingale 
dt@erence sequence with respect to {Xn} such that (1.3) holds and 
lim inf ,,+ E(E~ I7”- 1) > 0 a.s. Suppose that the roots zj of the characteristic 
polynomial q(z) defined in (3.9) lie inside the unit circle (i.e., lzjl < 1 for all 
j = l,..., k). Letting U,, = (II;, u;-, ,..., uA_J, assume that 
For n > I > max(h, k), let 
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be the design matrix for the least-squares estimation of aI ,..., ak, y,, ,..., y,, at 
stage n. Then 
tr(X;X,) = O(n) a.s., liz&f n-’ ~,i,(X~X,) > 0 as. (3.37) 
Consequently, the least-squares estimate (XLX,,)-‘XA( y,,..., y,)’ converges 
a.s. to (a, ,..., ak, yh ,..., y;I)‘. 
Proof. Since 2: sf = O(n) a.s. by (2.5) and C~Iluil12 = O(n) a.s. by 
(3.35), it follows from Lemma 4(i) and (3.35) that 
tr(XAX,) < k i Y; + tr 
1 
(,j+, UiU;)=O(n) a.s. (3.38) 
We now apply (3.6) and Theorem 5 to prove that 
lim inf,+, n -‘&,,,,(X~X,) > 0 a.s. First note that X, = (y,(l),..., y,(k), IV,), 
where 
Y,(V) = (Yr-“Y-TY”-“)‘~ v = 0, 1, 2,...; (3.39) 
(3.40) 
Take a column vector w, = (WI,..., w,)’ of W,, and let W,* denote the 
submatrix consisting of all the other column vectors of W,,. Letting G’n be 
the projection of w, into L(W,*), we obtain by (3.6) and (3.35) that 
liminfn-‘()w,-&,I(*>0 a.s. 
“+a 
(3.41) 
Now let w,,k be the projection of w, into L( W,*, y,(k)). By (3.12) and the 
fact that u, is jm-k-,-measurable, 
y,(k) = (Y,+..,Yn-k)’ = (VI,“‘, v,)’ + (&I-/o..‘~ En-k)‘, (3.42) 
where V~=a,yi-~-, -!r *** •b CZ,yip2k i- y;Ui-k -k **. -i- y~ui-k-h is T-k-,- 
measurable; moreover, ui and therefore wi also are ~-,-,-measurable. 
Hence, by Theorem 5, 
IIW” - %,,112 > I 
II&” - hII2 
I/y,(k) - f,(k)ll’ + II&” - 1,J12 + O(l) lwn - inJI2 I (3a;;) 
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where E, = (sIpk,..., E,-J’, and i,(k), f, are respectively the projections of 
y,(k), E, into L(W,*). Since Ily,(k)ll* = O(n) a.s. by (3.38) and lim inf,,, 
12-l )I&, -~,[I2 > 0 as. by Theorem 5, it follows from (3.41) and (3.42) that 
lif;” sf n-l 11 w, - G,,kl12 > 0 a.s. (3.44) 
Now let wn,k-l be the projection of w, into L(W,*, y,(k), y,(k - 1)). By 
(3.44) and a similar argument as in (3.43), we then obtain that lim inf,,, 
n-l IIW,--n,k-,JJZ > 0 a.s. Proceeding inductively in this way, we finally 
obtain that 
a.s., (3.45) 
where i,,, is the projection of w, into L(W,*, y,(k),..., y,( 1)). 
Now take the column vector y,(v) (v= I,..., k) of X,, and let y:(v) be its 
projection into the linear space generated by the other column vectors of X,,. 
By Corollary 3(i) below, lim inf,+, ,-’ IIy,(v) - yz(v)l12 > 0 a.s. This and 
(3.45) in turn imply that lim inf,,, n-‘lmin(X~X,,) > 0 a.s. by (3.6). 1 
The following corollary considers dynamic systems (3.12) whose charac- 
teristic polynomials may have roots lying on the unit circle. While relation 
(3.38), which is crucial in the preceding argument, may no longer hold in 
this more general case, we can modify the preceding proof and combine it 
with the ideas in Corollary 1 to obtain a partial extension of Corollary 2 in 
the following: 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that for the dynamic input-output system 
(3.12), the roots zj of the characteristic polynomial p(z) as defined in (3.9) 
lie on or inside the unit circle (i.e., (zjJ < 1 for j = l,..., k). Assume that the 
input vectors U, = (u,, ,..., u,J satisfy (3.14). Let Rm be the a-field generated 
by {Y,-~ ,..., y,, E, ,..., E,}U{U,-,, ,..., u,,+~+~}, and assume that {e,] is a 
martingale dtflerence sequence with respect to {Y”} such that (1.3) holds and 
lim inf,t+m E(efl;T,-r) > 0 as. For n > I > max(h, k), define the design 
matrix X,, as in (3.36) and also define the column vectors y,(v) as in (3.39). 
(i) Forfixed v = l,..., k, let X,* be the submatrix of X,, with the column 
vector y,(v) removed, and let y,*(v) denote the projection of y,(v) into L(X,*). 
Then 
lizjff n-1 IIYAV) - Y3V)J12 > 0 as. (3.46) 
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Consequently the least-squares estimate 
a^&) = (Y,(V) -Y,*(V), Y,(O)>/llY,(V) - Yf%9ll’ (3.47) 
converges a.s. to a,. 
(ii) For fured v = 0 ,..., h and j = l,..., q, the least-squares estimate 
p,,(v, j) at stage n of the component y,, in the vector y, = (y,, ,..., yUq)’ is given 
by 
f,,,(vJ) = (w,W) - %iw’)9 M9)/llw,(vJ) - %W)l123 (3.48) 
where w$(v,j) = (u,-,,, ,..., u,-,,~)’ and G,,(v, j) is the projection of w,(v, j) 
into L(X,,), X,, being the submatrix of X,, with the column vector w,(v, j) 
removed. Fix j (= l,..., q). Assume furthermore that the inputs unj’ n > 1, are 
independent random variables satisfying 
ml j =0 foralln>l, liminfEu$>O, and st~pElu,~J”<a, “*CO It>1 
(3.49) 
for some a > 2, and are independent of the set of random variables 
(ylmk ,..., y,; II,-,, ,..., u,; el,e2 ,... }U{u,,:i+j,n>l}. Then for every 
v = O,..., h, 
ligkf n-l I/w,(v, j) - ti,(v,j)/l’ > 0 a.s., (3.50) 
and consequently fJv,j) + Y,j a.s. 
Remark. LA Sn be the a-field generated by ( y1 -k,..., yO, II, -h ,..., II,, ; 
E,,..., E,,} and assume that {a,} is a martingale difference sequence with 
respect to {Y”} such that sup” I?([&,[” Ir”“,-l) < co a.s. for some a > 2 and 
lim infmoo E(E~ IZn’,- r) > 0. Consider the dynamic system (3.12) with errors 
E, and (white noise) inputs I(,~ (n > 1, j= l,..., q) which are independent 
random variables satisfying (3.49) for every j and are independent of the 
initial values yr -k ,..., yO, u1 -h ,..., u0 and the noise sequence {E,}. Then 
defining XR as in Corollary 3, {E”} is also a martingale difference sequence 
with respect to ,{X”}. Furthermore, (3.49) implies that (3.14) is satisfied. 
Hence, by Corollary 3 and (3.6), lim inf,,, n-l&,,,n(X,:Xn) > 0 a.s.; 
moreover, the least-squares estimates of a, ,..., ak, y0 ,..., y,, are strongly con- 
sistent. 
Proof of Corollary 3. To prove (i), let 
u; **’ U;-“& 
X,(v) = 
i 
y,(v + 1) ,..., y,(v + k) f I 
: u:, *** U”-“-h 
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and let L, be the linear space spanned by y,(l),..., y,(v - 1) and the column 
vectors of X,(v). Let yn(v) be the projection of y,,(v) into L,. Since y,*(v) is 
the projection of y,(v) into a subspace of L,, IIy,(v) -y,*(v)11 > 
II y,(v) - yJv)Il, and therefore to prove (3.46), it suffices to show that 
lif$fnml llY,(V) - fn(v)l12 > 0 a.s. (3.5 1) 
In view of assumption (3.14), we can apply Lemma 4(ii) to conclude that 
(3.15) holds and therefore tr{XA(v)X,(v)} = O(nO) for some p > 1. By (3.12), 
Y,(V) = (Y,-“9...9YnJ’ is a linear combination of the column vectors of 
X,(v) plus the vector a, = (E ,-“,..., en-,)‘. Therefore, letting rr,,” be the 
projection of y,(v) into L(X,(v)) and noting that y,(v + 1) and II: are 
F n-v-1 -measurable, we obtain from Theorem 5 by a similar argument as in 
Corollary 1 (cf. (3.21)) that for i = 0, 
IIY.W - %nl12 = O(n) a.s., liminfn-’ Ily,(v)-ni,,(12 > 0 a.s. R-co 
(3.52) 
Now let xi,, be the projection of y,(v) into L(X,(v), y,(v - 1)) and note that 
as in (3.22), 
W”(V), Y,(V - 1)) = Jw,(V)~ %YnW + E,(l)), 
where I,= (E,-,+, ,..., E~-~+~ )‘. Hence by a similar argument as in 
Corollary 1, it then follows that (3.50) also holds with i = 1. In general, 
letting rr[, n be the projection of y,(v) into L(X,(v), y,(v - 1) ,..., y,(v - i)), an 
induction argument like that in Corollary 1 then shows that (3.52) holds for 
i= 1 ,..., v- 1. Since y,(v)=~,-i,~, we then obtain the desired conclusion 
(3.51), and therefore (3.46) holds. The representation (3.47) for d,(v) is a 
special case of (1.7), and the strong consistency of L?,(V) follows from 
Theorem 2. 
The proof of (ii) is completely analogous. Fix v (= O,..., h) and j 
(= I,..., q), and let WJv,j) be the matrix whose column vectors are 
Y,(V + l),..., Y,(V + k); W”(V + Lj),..., w,(v + kj); 
w,(O, i),..., w,(v + h, 0, i#j and 1 <i<q. (3.53) 
Note that w,(v,j) = (U ,-“, i ,..., u~-“,~)’ is independent of {E,: n > 1) U 
{w,(m, i): 0 < m < v + h, i # j}. We now outline the stepwise argument for 
the proof of (3.50). First, project w,(v,j) into L(W,,(v, j)) and apply Theorem 
5 as before. Then project w,(v, j) into 
LV,(vJ), Y,(v)) =LWn(vJ)7 YojWn(VJ) + EJ9 
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where E, = (E,_“,..., En-,)‘, and then project it into L(W,,(v,j), 
y,(v), W,(V - 1.j)). Proceeding inductively in this way and applying Theorem 
5 at each step, we finally obtain as before that lim inf,,,, ,-I 11 w,(v,j) - 
&n(~,j)/12 > 0 a.s., where &,(v,j) is the projection of w,(v,j) into L(W,(v,j); 
Y,(V), w,(v - LA;...; y,(l), w,(O,j)), which contains L@,J as a subspace. 
Since IIwn(v,j) - ti,(v,j)/l > /I wJv,j) - &,(v,j)(l, the desired conclusion 
(3.50) follows. I 
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